Trees can build community

For more information about urban trees:

http://nyc.cce.cornell.edu

(212) 340-2900

Visit our Facebook page (viewable to the public) to learn more about upcoming programs and events.

Urban Environment Program
Cornell University Cooperative Extension - NYC

Visit our Facebook page (viewable to the public) to learn more about upcoming programs and events.

Learn about the benefits of urban trees:

What Can Trees Do for Me?
Trees can refresh your mind

- **Trees can improve your mood.**
  Trees can be found in parks (even in cities) and spending time in parks can improve your overall mood. Trees can also improve your mood when you are working in your office. Employees in buildings that have window views of trees feel less frustrated by and more enthusiastic about their job.

- **Trees can help you recover from illness.**
  Looking at trees through a window can improve your ability to recover from illness. Window views of trees have helped hospital patients recover from surgery more quickly than patients without window views of trees.

- **Trees can help you concentrate.**
  Different parts of your brain process certain kinds of information. Looking at trees and plants can relax the parts of your brain that you use to concentrate on “hard” things like homework or writing a report. Looking out the window from time to time to gaze at trees can help to restore your ability to focus and to stay alert.

- **Trees can reduce your stress.**
  Looking at trees, and having trees nearby, can reduce mental fatigue and feelings of anxiety. This effect can help you better manage and cope with the sources of stress in your life.

---

**Tree Tips**

- **Visit a park.**
  Visit a park on your lunch break. Spending time in parks can reduce feelings of stress and sadness. Parks are also great places to exercise. Combining physical activity and spending time in nature can have the duel effect of refreshing your body and your mind.

- **Hang up pictures of nature.**
  If you don’t have a good view of trees from your office or home, hang up pictures of trees, gardens or other natural landscapes. Viewing pictures of nature scenes can also help you concentrate and reduce feelings of anxiety.

- **Bring plants indoors.**
  Potted plants can clean the air inside your home. Besides providing beauty in your home, indoor plants may also help to relieve stress.